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7:25 Xynos M3-XG-V2 4k Video DAC and Processor Review Xynos M3-XG-V2 4k Video DAC and
Processor Review Xynos M3-XG-V2 4k Video DAC and Processor Review Xynos has developed a
compact and affordable 4k video DAC/Processor dubbed the M3-XG-V2. How does it compare to the
XM3-PG? Join us to find out! The M3-XG-V2's main claims to fame are: 4k 4:2:2 output and HDMI 2.0
support - chaining these two features is a bit of a game changer if you're looking to upgrade your
graphics subsystem. In this review we will be testing the M3-XG-V2 in 1080p 4:2:2 50/50 mode, and
compared it to the XM3-PG in 2160p 4:4:4 rec709 mode. We will also look at input range, noise, and
high-frequency performance. All measurements were taken on a fully speced out reference system.
Links to the products we're using. CanonEOS C300: Our friends at Phoenix have lent us a sample for
testing.
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3D printing. Microsoft Store. As of
2017, Apple continues to support
and update Pro Tools on the Mac. If
you're a musician in need of a full-
featured recording software, or a
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music. If you've got a Mac that you
can. If you're a musician in need of
a full-featured recording software,
or a music. If you've got a Mac that
you can.Q: How to convert an array
of strings into an array of strings I
have an array of strings that I need
to convert to an array of strings.
The code I have to do it is: var str =
["foo", "bar"]; var newArray =
str.map(function(el) { return el + "
"; }); Now the issue is that if I have
an array of a thousand strings, the
above code will cause memory
issues. I can't use for-each loop to
replace it, because I am trying to
use the Array prototype's map
method which doesn't support for-



each loop. How can I convert an
array of strings into an array of
strings? A: You can use reduce for
this. var str = ["foo", "bar"]; var
newArray =
str.reduce(function(acc, val){
acc.push(val + " "); return acc; },
[]); console.log(newArray) If you're
dealing with large number of
elements, you may want to cache an
accumulator object so that we don't
need to re-build the array for every
call. var str = ["foo", "bar", "more"],
accumulator = []; for(var i = 0; i <
str.length; i++) {
accumulator.push(str[i] + " "); }
console.log(accumulator) A: As
@eko said, you can use the reduce()



function for this. Here is a working
example: var str = ["foo", "bar"],
result = str.reduce(function (acc,
cur, i) { acc.push(cur + " ");
f988f36e3a
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